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REPORTS
ized contact matrix M* by dividing each entry in
the contact matrix by the genome-wide average
contact probability for loci at that genomic distance (10). The normalized matrix shows many
large blocks of enriched and depleted interactions,
generating a plaid pattern (Fig. 3B). If two loci
(here 1-Mb regions) are nearby in space, we
reasoned that they will share neighbors and have
correlated interaction profiles. We therefore defined a correlation matrix C in which cij is the

Pearson correlation between the ith row and jth
column of M*. This process dramatically sharpened the plaid pattern (Fig. 3C); 71% of the resulting matrix entries represent statistically significant
correlations (P ≤ 0.05).
The plaid pattern suggests that each chromosome can be decomposed into two sets of loci
(arbitrarily labeled A and B) such that contacts
within each set are enriched and contacts between
sets are depleted. We partitioned each chromosome

Baù, D. & Marti-Renom, M. A. Methods 58, 300—306 (2012).

Experiments

Fig. 1. Overview of Hi-C. (A)
A
Cells are cross-linked with formaldehyde, resulting in covalent
links between spatially adjacent
chromatin segments (DNA fragments shown in dark blue, red;
proteins, which can mediate such
interactions, are shown in light
blue and cyan). Chromatin is
digested with a restriction enzyme (here, HindIII; restriction
site marked by dashed line; see
inset), and the resulting sticky
ends are filled in with nucleotides, one of which is bioChr.18
tinylated (purple dot). Ligation
-Pg
is performed under extremely
B
C
D
dilute conditions to create chimeric molecules; the HindIII
site is lost and an NheI site is
created (inset). DNA is purified
and sheared. Biotinylated junctions are isolated with streptavidin beads and identified by
paired-end sequencing. (B) Hi-C
produces a genome-wide contact matrix. The submatrix shown
here corresponds to intrachromosomal interactions on chromosome 14. (Chromosome 14 is
acrocentric; the short arm is
0 to the
10 total
15number
25 >30
0
not shown.) Each pixel represents all interactions between a 1-Mb locus and another 1-Mb locus; intensity corresponds
of reads (0 to 50). Tick
marks appear every 10 Mb. (C and D) We compared the original experiment with results from a biological repeat using the same restriction enzyme [(C), range
from 0 to 50 reads] and with results using a different restriction enzyme [(D), NcoI, range from 0 to 100 reads].

Chr.18 (Hind III)
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Fig. 2. The presence and orga- A
B
nization of chromosome territories. (A) Probability of contact
decreases as a function of genomic distance on chromosome 1,
eventually reaching a plateau at
~90 Mb (blue). The level of interchromosomal contact (black
dashes) differs for different pairs
of chromosomes; loci on chromosome 1 are most likely to interact with loci on chromosome 10
(green dashes) and least likely
to interact with loci on chromosome 21 (red dashes). Interchromosomal interactions are depleted
relative to intrachromosomal interactions. (B) Observed/expected
number of interchromosomal contacts between all pairs of chromosomes. Red indicates enrichment, and blue indicates depletion (range from 0.5 to 2). Small, gene-rich chromosomes tend to interact
more with one another, suggesting that they cluster together in the nucleus.
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(12, 13). Interestingly, chromosome 18, which is
small but gene-poor, does not interact frequently
with the other small chromosomes; this agrees
with FISH studies showing that chromosome 18
tends to be located near the nuclear periphery (14).
We then zoomed in on individual chromosomes to explore whether there are chromosomal regions that preferentially associate with each
other. Because sequence proximity strongly influences contact probability, we defined a normal-
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Chromosome Conformation Capture
Dekker, J., Rippe, K., Dekker, M., & Kleckner, N. (2002). Science, 295(5558), 1306—1311.
Lieberman-Aiden, E., et al. (2009). Science, 326(5950), 289—293.

Chr.18 (Hind III)

transcriptionally active regions.
Topologically associating domains (TADs) are distinct from the larger A and B compartments. First, analysis of embryonic
stem cells, brain tissue and fibroblasts suggests that most, but not all, TADs are tissue-invariant58,59, whereas A and B
compartments are tissue-specific domains of active and inactive chromatin that are correlated with cell-type-specific gene
expression patterns64. Second, A and B compartments are large (often several megabases) and form an alternating pattern
of active and inactive domains along chromosomes. By contrast, TADs are smaller (median size around 400–500 kb; see
zoomed in section of heat map in the figure) and can be active or inactive, and adjacent TADs are not necessarily of
opposite chromatin status. Thus, it seems that TADs are hard-wired features of chromosomes, and groups of adjacent TADs
can organize in A and B compartments (see REF. 50 for a more extensive discussion).
Shown in the figure are data for human chromosome 14 for IMR90 cells (data taken from REF. 59). In the top panel, Hi-C
Dekker,
J., Marti-Renom,
M.
A. & Mirny,
L. A.
iterative correction
and eigenvector
decomposition
(ICE), and
data were binned at 200 kb resolution, corrected using
the compartment graph was computed as described in REF. 112. The lower panel shows a blow up of a 4 Mb fragment of
chromosome 14 (specifically, 74.4 Mb to 78.4 Mb) binned at 40 kb.

Higher-order organization
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TECHNICAL REPORTS

The three-dimensional folding of the A-globin gene
domain reveals formation of chromatin globules

© 2010 Nature America, Inc. All rights reserved.

Davide Baù1,4, Amartya Sanyal2,4, Bryan R Lajoie2,4, Emidio Capriotti1, Meg Byron3, Jeanne B Lawrence3,
Job Dekker2 & Marc A Marti-Renom1
We developed a general approach that combines chromosome
conformation capture carbon copy (5C) with the Integrated
Modeling Platform (IMP) to generate high-resolution threedimensional models of chromatin at the megabase scale.
We applied this approach to the ENm008 domain on human
chromosome 16, containing the a-globin locus, which is
expressed in K562 cells and silenced in lymphoblastoid cells
(GM12878). The models accurately reproduce the known
looping interactions between the a-globin genes and their
distal regulatory elements. Further, we find using our approach
that the domain folds into a single globular conformation in
GM12878 cells, whereas two globules are formed in K562
cells. The central cores of these globules are enriched for
transcribed genes, whereas nontranscribed chromatin is more
peripheral. We propose that globule formation represents a
higher-order folding state related to clustering of transcribed
genes around shared transcription machineries, as previously
observed by microscopy.
Currently, efforts are directed at producing high-resolution genome
annotations in which the positions of functional elements or specific
chromatin states are mapped onto the linear genome sequence 1.
However, these linear representations do not indicate functional or
structural relationships between distant elements. For instance, recent
insights suggest that widely spaced functional elements cooperate to
regulate gene expression by engaging in long-range chromatin looping interactions. The three-dimensional (3D) organization of chromosomes is thought to facilitate compartmentalization2,3, chromatin
organization4 and spatial sequestration of genes and their regulatory
elements5–7, all of which may modulate the output and functional
state of the genome. A general approach for determining the spatial
organization of chromatin can aid in the identification of long-range
relationships between genes and distant regulatory elements as well as
in the identification of higher-order folding principles of chromatin
in general.
Chromosome conformation capture (3C)-based assays use formaldehyde cross-linking followed by restriction digestion and intramolecular

ligation to study chromatin looping interactions7–12. 3C-based assays
have been used to show that specific elements such as promoters,
enhancers and insulators are involved in the formation of chromatin
loops5,7,13–16. The frequencies at which loci interact reflect chromatin
folding7,17, and thus comprehensive chromatin interaction data sets
can help researchers build spatial models of chromatin.
Previously, chromatin conformation has been modeled using
polymer models8,18 and molecular-dynamics simulations19, which
have proven valuable for understanding general features of chromatin
fibers, including flexibility and compaction20,21. However, such methods
only partially leverage the current wealth of experimental data on chromatin folding. Recently, experimentally driven approaches, in combination with computational modeling, have resulted in low-resolution
models for the topological conformation of the immunoglobulin
heavy chain22, the HoxA23 loci and the yeast genome24. However,
those methods were limited by the resolution and completeness of the
input experimental data22, by insufficient model representation, scoring and optimization23, or by limited analysis of the 3D models24.
To overcome such limitations, we developed a new approach that
couples high-throughput 5C experiments9 with the IMP25. We applied
this approach to determine the higher-order spatial organization of
a 500-kilobase (kb) gene-dense domain located near the left telomere of human chromosome 16 (Fig. 1a). Embedded in this cluster
of ubiquitously expressed housekeeping genes is the tissue-specific
A-globin locus that is expressed only in erythroid cells. This 500-kb
domain corresponds to the ENm008 region extensively studied by the
ENCODE pilot project (Fig. 1b)1.
The A-globin locus has been used widely as a model to study the
mechanism of long-range and tissue-specific gene regulation15,26–30.
The A-globin genes are upregulated by a set of functional elements
characterized by the presence of DNase I–hypersensitive sites (HSs)
located 33 to 48 kb upstream of the Z gene. One of these elements, HS40,
is considered to be of particular importance31,32. This element can act
as an enhancer in reporter constructs and its deletion greatly affects
activation of the A-globin genes33. HS40 is bound by several erythroid
transcription factors including GATA factors and NF-E2 (ref. 34).
Notably, previous 3C studies have demonstrated direct long-range
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SUMMARY

We have determined the three-dimensional (3D)
architecture of the Caulobacter crescentus genome
by combining genome-wide chromatin interaction
detection, live-cell imaging, and computational modeling. Using chromosome conformation capture carbon copy (5C), we derive !13 kb resolution 3D
models of the Caulobacter genome. The resulting
models illustrate that the genome is ellipsoidal
with periodically arranged arms. The parS sites,
a pair of short contiguous sequence elements known
to be involved in chromosome segregation, are positioned at one pole, where they anchor the chromosome to the cell and contribute to the formation of
a compact chromatin conformation. Repositioning
these elements resulted in rotations of the chromosome that changed the subcellular positions of most
genes. Such rotations did not lead to large-scale
changes in gene expression, indicating that genome
folding does not strongly affect gene regulation.
Collectively, our data suggest that genome folding
is globally dictated by the parS sites and chromosome segregation.
INTRODUCTION
The three-dimensional (3D) architecture of the genome both
reflects and regulates its functional state (Dekker, 2008; Thanbichler and Shapiro, 2006a). For example, chromosome segregation impacts bacterial locus subcellular positioning (Jun and
Mulder, 2006; White et al., 2008), and chromatin loops that place
promoters and distant enhancers within close spatial proximity
play important roles in eukaryotic transcriptional regulation

(Tolhuis et al., 2002; Vernimmen et al., 2007). Such examples
suggest that studies of the high-resolution folding of genomes
will yield insight into genome biology. However, until recently
such studies, which require comprehensive assessments of
the spatial positioning of many loci, have represented major
technical challenges.
The recent development of several high-throughput technologies, including automated fluorescent imaging (Viollier et al.,
2004) and chromosome conformation capture (3C)-based approaches (Dekker et al., 2002; Dostie et al., 2006; Duan et al.,
2010; Fullwood et al., 2009; Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009; Simonis et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 2006), has begun to enable studies of
genome-wide chromosome folding. Fluorescent microscopybased approaches allow the accurate determination of the
subcellular positions of increasing numbers of defined chromosomal loci, while high-throughput 3C-based approaches enable
quantification of interloci interaction frequencies that can subsequently be used to infer the average 3D distances between
these loci. Studies utilizing one or both of these approaches
have highlighted the potential of genome-wide studies of chromosome structure and have begun to reveal specific features
of chromosome folding, including the transcription-based compartmentalization of the human nucleus (Lieberman-Aiden et al.,
2009; Simonis et al., 2006) and the correlation between a locus’
genomic and subcellular positioning in bacteria (Nielsen et al.,
2006; Teleman et al., 1998; Wang et al., 2006b). However, the
detailed structures of genomes are only beginning to be revealed, and many details, including the identities of the sequence elements that define such structures, await further
elucidation.
We sought to determine the high-resolution 3D structure of an
entire genome and to utilize the resulting structure to identify the
sequence elements that define its architecture. Toward this
goal, we studied the synchronizable bacterium, Caulobacter
crescentus (hereafter Caulobacter), whose single circular chromosome is organized such that the origin and terminus of replication reside near opposite poles of the cell and other loci lie
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Distinct structural transitions
of chromatin topological domains
correlate with coordinated
hormone-induced gene regulation
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The human genome is segmented into topologically associating domains (TADs), but the role of this conserved
organization during transient changes in gene expression is not known. Here we describe the distribution of
progestin-induced chromatin modifications and changes in transcriptional activity over TADs in T47D breast
cancer cells. Using ChIP-seq (chromatin immunoprecipitation combined with high-throughput sequencing), Hi-C
(chromosome capture followed by high-throughput sequencing), and three-dimensional (3D) modeling techniques,
we found that the borders of the ~2000 TADs in these cells are largely maintained after hormone treatment and
that up to 20% of the TADs could be considered as discrete regulatory units where the majority of the genes are
either transcriptionally activated or repressed in a coordinated fashion. The epigenetic signatures of the TADs are
homogeneously modified by hormones in correlation with the transcriptional changes. Hormone-induced changes
in gene activity and chromatin remodeling are accompanied by differential structural changes for activated and
repressed TADs, as reflected by specific and opposite changes in the strength of intra-TAD interactions within
responsive TADs. Indeed, 3D modeling of the Hi-C data suggested that the structure of TADs was modified upon
treatment. The differential responses of TADs to progestins and estrogens suggest that TADs could function as
‘‘regulons’’ to enable spatially proximal genes to be coordinately transcribed in response to hormones.

Le Dily, F. et al. Genes & Dev (2014)

[Keywords: three-dimensional structure of the genome; gene expression; Hi-C; TADs; transcriptional regulation;
epigenetic landscape; progesterone receptor]
Supplemental material is available for this article.
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The three-dimensional (3D) organization of the genome
within the cell nucleus is nonrandom and might contribute to cell-specific gene expression. High-throughput
chromosome conformation capture (3C)-derived (Dekker
et al. 2002) methods have revealed that chromosome
territories are organized in at least two chromatin compartments—one open and one closed—that tend to be
spatially segregated depending on their transcriptional
activity (Lieberman-Aiden et al. 2009). At a finer level of
organization, some functionally related genes have been
shown to be brought close in space to be transcribed in
a correlated fashion during cell differentiation. These

Corresponding authors: miguel.beato@crg.es, mmarti@pcb.ub.cat
Article is online at http://www.genesdev.org/cgi/doi/10.1101/gad.241422.114.

genes, which can be located on different chromosomes,
are organized in spatial clusters and preferentially transcribed in the same ‘‘factories’’ (Osborne et al. 2004, 2007;
Cavalli 2007). Whether such mechanisms participate in
transient modifications of the transcription rate in differentiated cells responding to external cues is still unclear
(Fullwood et al. 2009; Kocanova et al. 2010; Hakim et al.
2011). Transient regulation of gene expression at the transcription level depends on the establishment of regulatory

! 2014 Le Dily et al. This article is distributed exclusively by Cold
Spring Harbor Laboratory Press for the first six months after the full-issue
publication date (see http://genesdev.cshlp.org/site/misc/terms.xhtml).
After six months, it is available under a Creative Commons License
(Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International), as described at http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/.
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Figure 4 | Inter-chromosomal interactions. a, Circos diagram showing
interactions between chromosome I and the remaining chromosomes. All 16
yeast chromosomes are aligned circumferentially, and arcs depict distinct
inter-chromosomal interactions. Bold red hatch marks correspond to
centromeres. To aid visualization of centromere clustering, these
representations were created using the overlap set of inter-chromosomal
interactions identified from both HindIII and EcoRI libraries at an FDR
threshold of 1%. Additional heat maps and Circos diagrams are provided in
Supplementary Fig. 9. b, Circos diagram, generated using the interchromosomal interactions identified from the HindIII libraries at an FDR
threshold of 1%, depicting the distinct interactions between a small and a
large chromosome (I and XIV, respectively). Most of the interactions
between these two chromosomes primarily involve the entirety of

chromosome I, and a distinct region of corresponding size on chromosome
XIV. c, Inter-chromosomal interactions between all pairs of the 32 yeast
chromosomal arms (the 10 kb region starting from the midpoint of the
centromere in each arm is excluded). For each chromosome, the shorter arm
is always placed before the longer arm. Note that the arms of small
chromosomes tend to interact with one another. The colour scale
corresponds to the natural log of the ratio of the observed versus expected
number of interactions (see Supplementary Materials). d, Enrichment of
interactions between centromeres, telomeres, early origins of replication,
and chromosomal breakpoints. To measure enrichment of strong
interactions with respect to a given class of genomic loci, we use receiver
operating curve (ROC) analysis.

chromosomal pairings, except for pairing between the two smallest
arms (1R and 9R) (Supplementary Fig. 16a). However, the preference
for intra-chromosomal arm pairing versus inter-chromosomal arm
pairing decreased with increasing distance from centromeres
(Supplementary Fig. 16 b–d). These observations indicate that yeast
chromosome arms are highly flexible.
Combining our set of 4,097,539 total and 306,312 distinct interactions with known spatial distances that separate sub-nuclear landmarks12, we derived a three-dimensional map of the yeast genome. To

depict intra-chromosomal folding, we incorporated a metric that
converts interaction probabilities into nuclear distances (assigning
130 bp of packed chromatin a length of 1 nm, ref. 30) (Supplementary Figs 17 and 18 and Supplementary Methods). Using this ruler,
we calculated the spatial distances between all possible pairings of the
16 centromeres (Supplementary Tables 14 and 15) The results are
consistent with previous observations12.
The resulting map resembles a water lily, with 32 chromosome
arms jutting out from a base of clustered centromeres (Fig. 5).
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Figure 5 | Three-dimensional model of the yeast
genome. Two views representing two different
angles are provided. Chromosomes are coloured
as in Fig. 4a (also indicated in the upper right). All
chromosomes cluster via centromeres at one pole
of the nucleus (the area within the dashed oval),
while chromosome XII extends outward towards
the nucleolus, which is occupied by rDNA repeats
(indicated by the white arrow). After exiting the
nucleolus, the remainder of chromosome XII
interacts with the long arm of chromosome IV.
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Restraint-based modeling of genomes has been recently explored with the advent of Chromosome Conformation Capture (3C-based) experiments. We previously developed a reconstruction method to resolve the 3D architecture of both prokaryotic and eukaryotic genomes using 3C-based data. These models were congruent with fluorescent imaging validation. However, the limits of such methods have not
systematically been assessed. Here we propose the
first evaluation of a mean-field restraint-based reconstruction of genomes by considering diverse chromosome architectures and different levels of data
noise and structural variability. The results show
that: first, current scoring functions for 3D reconstruction correlate with the accuracy of the models;
second, reconstructed models are robust to noise
but sensitive to structural variability; third, the local
structure organization of genomes, such as Topologically Associating Domains, results in more accurate models; fourth, to a certain extent, the models
capture the intrinsic structural variability in the input
matrices and fifth, the accuracy of the models can be
a priori predicted by analyzing the properties of the
interaction matrices. In summary, our work provides
a systematic analysis of the limitations of a meanfield restrain-based method, which could be taken
into consideration in further development of methods as well as their applications.

expression regulation and replication (1–6). The advent of
the so-called Chromosome Conformation Capture (3C) assays (7), which allowed identifying chromatin-looping interactions between pairs of loci, helped deciphering some of
the key elements organizing the genomes. High-throughput
derivations of genome-wide 3C-based assays were established with Hi-C technologies (8) for an unbiased identification of chromatin interactions. The resulting genome interaction matrices from Hi-C experiments have been extensively used for computationally analyzing the organization
of genomes and genomic domains (5). In particular, a significant number of new approaches for modeling the 3D organization of genomes have recently flourished (9–14). The
main goal of such approaches is to provide an accurate 3D
representation of the bi-dimensional interaction matrices,
which can then be more easily explored to extract biological insights. One type of methods for building 3D models
from interaction matrices relies on the existence of a limited
number of conformational states in the cell. Such methods
are regarded as mean-field approaches and are able to capture, to a certain degree, the structural variability around
these mean structures (15).
We recently developed a mean-field method for modeling 3D structures of genomes and genomic domains based
on 3C interaction data (9). Our approach, called TADbit,
was developed around the Integrative Modeling Platform
(IMP, http://integrativemodeing.org), a general framework
for restraint-based modeling of 3D bio-molecular structures (16). Briefly, our method uses chromatin interaction
frequencies derived from experiments as a proxy of spatial
proximity between the ligation products of the 3C libraries.
Two fragments of DNA that interact with high frequency
are dynamically placed close in space in our models while
two fragments that do not interact as often will be kept
apart. Our method has been successfully applied to model
the structures of genomes and genomic domains in eukaryote and prokaryote organisms (17–19). In all of our studies,
the final models were partially validated by assessing their
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Defined chromosome structure in the genomereduced bacterium Mycoplasma pneumoniae
Marie Trussart1,2, Eva Yus1,2, Sira Martinez1, Davide Baù3,4, Yuhei O. Tahara5,6, Thomas Pengo1,7,
Michael Widjaja8, Simon Kretschmer9, Jim Swoger1,2, Steven Djordjevic8, Lynne Turnbull8, Cynthia Whitchurch8,
Makoto Miyata5,6, Marc A. Marti-Renom2,3,4,10, Maria Lluch-Senar1,2 & Luı́s Serrano1,2,10

DNA-binding proteins are central regulators of chromosome organization; however, in
genome-reduced bacteria their diversity is largely diminished. Whether the chromosomes of
such bacteria adopt defined three-dimensional structures remains unexplored. Here
we combine Hi-C and super-resolution microscopy to determine the structure of the
Mycoplasma pneumoniae chromosome at a 10 kb resolution. We find a defined structure,
with a global symmetry between two arms that connect opposite poles, one bearing the
chromosomal Ori and the other the midpoint. Analysis of local structures at a 3 kb resolution
indicates that the chromosome is organized into domains ranging from 15 to 33 kb. We
provide evidence that genes within the same domain tend to be co-regulated, suggesting
that chromosome organization influences transcriptional regulation, and that supercoiling
regulates local organization. This study extends the current understanding of bacterial
genome organization and demonstrates that a defined chromosomal structure is a universal
feature of living systems.
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1

Mycoplasma is a small genome with few structural factors
Table 1 | List of assigned transcription factors, sigma factors
categories: essential (E), non -essential (NE) and fitness (F).
Gene number
MPN002
MPN003
MPN004
MPN122
MPN123
MPN124
MPN229
MPN239
MPN241
MPN266
MPN275
MPN294
MPN332
MPN352
MPN424
MPN426
MPN478
MPN529
MPN554
MPN572
MPN608
MPN626
MPN686

Gene name
cbpA
gyrB
gyrA
parB
parC
hrcA
ssbA
gntR
whiA
spxA
ybaB
araC
lon
sigA
ylxM
smc
yrbC
ihf
s s bB
pepA
phoU
mpn626
dnaA

and structural proteins and essentiality with three distinct

Protein name
Essentiality 44
Curved DNA-binding protein CbpA
F
DNA gyrase subunit B
E
DNA gyrase subunit A
E
DNA topoisomerase 4 subunit B
E
DNA topoisomerase 4 subunit A
E
H eat- inducible trans cription repres s or hrcA
E
SSB-binding ssDNA
E
Probable H T H - type trans criptional regulator gntR
E
Trans cription factor with W hiA C - terminal domain
F
Transcriptional regulator Spx
E
D N A - binding protein, Y baB/ EbfC family
F
AraC-like transcriptional regulator
NE
AT P- dependent proteas e La ( EC 3.4 .21.53)
E
RN A polymeras e s igma factor rpoD ( Sigma- A ) ( EC 2.7.7.6 )
E
Putative helix- turn- helix protein, Y lxM / p13- like protein
NE
SM C family, chromos ome/ D N A binding/ protecting functions
E
YebC family protein ( trans cription factor of the tetR family)
E
H is tone- like bacterial D N A - binding protein
F
Putative s ingle- s tranded D N A - binding protein
E
Probable cytosol aminopeptidase (EC 3.4.11.1) (leucine aminopeptidase) (LAP) (leucyl aminopeptidase)
E
Trans criptional regulator involved in phos phate trans port s ys tem
E
Alternative sigma factor
NE
C hromos omal replication initiator protein dnaA
E

E, essential; F, fitness; LAP, leucine aminopeptidase; NE, non-essential; ssDNA, single-stranded DNA 44 .
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Inhibiting supercoiling decreases the sharpness of domain borders
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Mycoplasma reduced-genome has a “3D structure”
Similar to Caulobacter, Mycoplasma has a double diagonal intersecting near the centre of the genome

Mycoplasma has CIDs (TADs)
CIDs contain co-regulated genes.
Inhibition of supercoiling by novobiocin significantly reduced the sharpness of CID borders.

Very few factors may be necessary to define a 3D structure
Other elements like supercoiling could regulate these domain boundaries.
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